
8th Grade Language Arts

Curriculum used to complete units:

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Supplements_______________________________________________ Intervention if applicable_______________________________________
**Yearly Overview: Students should spend the large majority of their time on the major work of the grade (in bold). Supporting and
additional work can engage students in the major work of the grade.

LP1 LP2 LP3 LP4
I can cite the best piece of evidence that
shows what a text states explicitly, as well as
what can be inferred. (RL.8.1)

I can correctly cite many pieces of evidence
to strongly support what the text says, as
well as what the text implies through
inferences. (RI.8.1)

I can explain how elements in a piece of
literature (dialogue and events) move the
action forward, show what a character is really
like, and lead to decisions. (RL.8.3)

I can explain how elements in a piece of literature
(dialogue and events) move the action forward,
show what a character is really like, and lead to
decisions. (RL.8.3)

I can find the theme or main idea of a text. I
can look closely at the way the theme develops
and how the theme relates to the story
elements. I can summarize a text without
inserting my personal opinion. (RL.8.2)

I can figure out the main idea of a text. I can
explain how the main idea develops throughout
the text along with its supporting ideas. I can
summarize a text without including my
opinions and judgments. (RI.8.2)

I can examine the way a paragraph is
structured, including the roles of certain
sentences. I can look specifically at text
features in consumer materials. (RI.8.5)

I can tell you the meaning of words and phrases
that I have read. I can explain figurative and
connotative meanings. I can analyze how certain
word choices (analogies and references to other
texts) affect meaning and tone. (RL.8.4)

I can read grade level literature. I
understand what I am reading. (RL.8.10)

I can examine the way a paragraph is
structured. I can look specifically at text
features in consumer materials. (RI.8.5)

I can look closely at the purpose of information
presented in different ways. I can understand
the motives behind the presentation. (SL.8.2)

I can use multimedia components and visuals to
clarify information, strengthen claims and evidence,
and make my presentation interesting. (SL.8.5)

I can analyze how people, events, and ideas in
text are connected and how they differ. (RI.8.3)

I can read and understand grade-level
informational text. (RI.8.10)

I can read and understand grade-level
informational text. (RI.8.10)

I can figure out the correct meaning of words/
phrases by using different strategies. (L.8.4)

I can use appropriate speech, including formal
English, for different situations. (SL.8.6)

I can participate in class/group discussions. I
can listen thoughtfully and build on others'
ideas about a variety of topics and issues.
(SL.8.1)

I can analyze arguments: determining which
claims use sound reasons and evidence to
support their claims, and which do not. I can
point out evidence that is not relevant. (RI.8.8)

I can write about a real or imagined experience or
event. I can use proper techniques, descriptive
details, and a clear sequence of events in my
writing. (W.8.3)

I can get help from peers and adults to
strengthen my writing and make sure that I've
focused on my purpose and audience. (W.8.5)

I can write informative/explanatory texts (like
business letters and applications) in order to
study a topic. I can choose and organize
information to go along with my topic. (W.8.2)

I can write routinely over extended time frames
and shorter time frames (a single sitting or a
day or two) for a range of discipline-specific
tasks, purposes and audiences. (W.8.10)

I can get help from technology, the Internet, and
other people to produce and publish my writing. I
can clearly show relationships between ideas and
information. (W.8.6)

I can get evidence from different texts to
support analysis, reflection, and research.
(W.8.9)

I can get evidence from different texts to
support analysis, reflection, and research.
(W.8.9)

I can use credible, accurate sources. I can
take notes without plagiarizing and cite
appropriately. (W.8.8)

I can effectively write while using standard English
punctuation, capitalization, and spelling. (L.8.2)

I can effectively use standard English grammar
when writing or speaking. (L.8.1)

I  can use what I know about language when
speaking, listening, reading, and writing.
(L.8.3)
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LP5 LP6 LP7 LP8
I can tell you about an author's point of view
and purpose. I can explain how an author
responds to evidence and different points of
view. (RI.8.6)

I can tell you the meaning of words and phrases that
I have read. I can explain figurative and connotative
meanings. I can analyze how certain word choices
(analogies and references to other texts) affect
meaning and tone. (RL.8.4)

I can cite the best piece of evidence that
shows what a text states explicitly, as well as
what can be inferred.  (RL.8.1)

I can explain how much a story/play is similar to
the original text/script version. I can explain
why the author/director made certain decisions
during production. (RL.8.7)

I can read and understand grade-level
informational text. (RI.8.10)

I can explain how an author creates effects like
suspense and humor by using different points of view.
(RL.8.6)

I can compare and contrast how two or more
texts are organized, and how their organization
helps to provide meaning and style. (RL.8.5)

I can explain how present-day fiction uses
elements from the past. I can tell you how these
elements are changed for modern times.(RL.8.9)

I can analyze arguments: determining which
claims use sound reasons and evidence to
support their claims, and which do not. I can
point out evidence that is not relevant. (RI.8.8)

I can read grade level literature. I understand what I
am reading. (RL.8.10)

I can correctly cite many pieces of evidence to
strongly support what the text says, as well as
what the text implies through inferences.
(RI.8.1)

I can read grade level literature. I understand
what I am reading. (RL.8.10)

I can compare and contrast the way two
different texts present information on the
same topic and discuss how the texts
interpret the information differently. (RI.8.9)

I can tell you the meaning of words and phrases that
I have read. I can explain figurative and connotative
meanings. I can analyze how certain word choices
affect meaning and tone. (RI.8.4)

I can compare and contrast the way two
different texts present information on the
same topic. I can discuss how the texts
interpret the information differently. (RI.8.9)

I can explain the pros and cons of using certain
formats (texts, videos, etc.) (RI.8.7)

I can use multimedia components and visuals to
clarify information, strengthen claims, and
make my presentation interesting. (SL.8.5)

I can understand figurative language, word
relationships, and small differences in word
meanings. (L.8.5)

I can read and understand grade-level
informational text. (RI.8.10)

I  can use what I know about language when
speaking, listening, reading, and writing. (L.8.3)

I can identify a speaker's arguments and claims,
describing which are supported by evidence and
which are no, telling if there is enough evidence
provided, and whether it is relevant. (SL.8.3)

I can deliver an oral report, clearly focusing,
organizing, and supporting my ideas with evidence,
reasoning, and details. I can speak with good pace, a
reasonable volume, and eye contact. (SL.8.4)

I can use appropriate speech, including formal
English, for different situations. (SL.8.6)

I can create a clear piece of writing that keeps
the task, purpose, and audience
in mind. (W.8.4)

I can write arguments. I can support my
arguments with reasons and evidence.
(W.8.1)

I can write informative/explanatory texts (like business
letters and applications) in order to study a topic. I can
choose and organize relevant information to go along
with my topic. (W.8.2)

I can complete short research projects. I can use
several sources to answer questions, including
questions I come up with. I can produce focused
questions for further research. (W.8.7)

I can complete short research  projects. I can use
several sources to answer questions, including
questions I come up with. I can produce focused
questions for further research. (W.8.7)

I can create a clear piece of writing that keeps
the task, purpose, and audience
in mind. (W.8.4)

I can write about a real or imagined experience or
event. I can use proper techniques, descriptive details,
and a clear sequence of events in my writing. (W.8.3)

I can use credible, accurate sources. I can
take notes without plagiarizing and cite
appropriately. (W.8.8)

I can find and use grade-level academic
words, phrases, and vocabulary to aid in
comprehension. (L.8.6)

I can get help from peers and adults to
strengthen my writing and make sure that I've
focused on my purpose and audience. (W.8.5)

I can get evidence from different texts to support
analysis, reflection, and
Research. (W.8.9)

I can find and use grade-level academic
words, phrases, and vocabulary to aid in
comprehension. (L.8.6)

8th Grade Academic Vocabulary: cite, analyze, explicit, evidence, inference, conclude, paraphrase, theme, central idea, objective, subjective, summarize, dialogue,
incident, provoke, figurative, connotative, technical, specific, impact, tone, word choice, text structure, compare/contrast, point of view, author, narrator, effect, techniques, senses,
production, medium, elements, genre, analogy, category, supporting, argument, selection, purpose, refine, text feature, claim, counterclaim, evaluate, multimedia, case,
interpretation, text complexity, credible, accurate, thesis statement, development, application, detail, transitions, literary devices, characters, setting, action, story plot, fiction, non
fiction, audience, organization patterns, planning, editing, draft, revise, convey/transmit, sentence variety, publish, resources, technology, bibliography, factual, bias, research,
reflection, independent, proficient, collaboration, format, reasoning, justify, motive, prompt, context clues, voice, mood, irony, metaphor, simile, affix, formal, academic, domain
specific


